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A Historical Perspective on the Belfast Truss Roof 

M H GOULD 

Introduction 

In recent publications on the history of structures, the term "Belfast Truss" has come to mean 
any wooden bowstring girder with latticework cross-bracing, regardless of the bracing arrangement. 
Strictly speaking, the term refers to a wooden bowstring girder in which the diagonal bracings 
connecting the upper curved bow and the lower straight cord are arranged always to meet in a right 
angle at the regularly spaced purlins on the bow. 

It was probably the development of large medieval churches and associated tithe barns which provided 
the impetus to the development of timber structural roof forms without intermediate support. These 
consisted of timber, load canying elements or trusses supporting a slate or sheet-copper or lead roof. As 
the industrial revolution took hold, manufacturing processes became concentrated into large units and a 
need for bigger industrial buildings, with clear floor areas, arose. Initially the medieval roof forms were 
utilised but, as spans increased, so did the size of timbers required for the individual members making 
up the trusses. Some relief came from the use of more complex truss forms but there was a clear need 
for a lighter and cheaper form of construction capable of bridging large spans. 

In the first half of the nineteenth century, the development of the gas industry resulted in the 
production of high quality roofing-felts which could be laid on timber decking to produce a water- 
proof roof. This form of construction reduced significantly the dead load of the roof compared with 
slates or similar materials. The barrel roof-form, first recorded in the 1860s and later known as the 
Belfast truss roof, was widely used for industrial buildings up to the First World War (Fig. 1). During 
this period, its use held up well against other materials, but with steel trusses becoming more widely 

Figure I Typical building with a Belfast truss roof at Waterford, Ireland (photo: R. Gragg) 
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available, for example In axcraft hangers from 1918, its use decllned However, it cont~nued to be 
used for moderate spans throughout the 1930s 

The use of the truss form was recommended dunng the Second World War but the wlde avallab~ltty 
of curved conugated-lron for bulldlngs such as the Nlssen hut meant that few examples were 
constructed Developments in lamlnated and gang-na~led trusses from the 1960s saw llmted use as, 
by then, methods of covenng large areas m concrete, steel or alummum had been developed 

Early Roof Forms 

Early roof forms were of p~tched construchon, whlch form lends itself to the placlng of roof slates or 
thatch ' Slmple roofs using a couple or cruck developed by the addhon of a collar or a collar and tie, 
doubling the span, and by c 1200 the collar, bolt and tie, or sc~ssors truss had Increased spans to 35 feet 
The Mansard roof (from md 1500s), or the hngpost truss, used from 1230, gave a s~mlar  order of span. 
The queen-strut, probably one of the most common trusses used ln early lndustnal buildings with spans 
up to aboot 55 feet, was uaed in the Queen's House, 1528, andHorham Hall, 1575, and wldely thereafter 
More complex arrangements brought spans up to 70 feet 

A parallel development in church architecture was the hammerbeam truss, bot even the addit~on 
of an arch between the hammerbeams and the pltch only served to Increase the span from some 30 
feet to some 50 feet 

In the early nineteenth century, Slr Robert Steppings bullt 100 foot span, tlmber, braced portal- 
frame roofs over naval shpways However, the exact cost of construction IS uncertain and, by c 1840, 
metal trusses were belng ~lsed lnstead There 1s some evldence that the braced-portal roof was weak 
at certain joints in the bracing5. 

Figure 2A Philibert Delorme frame, made up Figure 28 Suggested nrrangement of Delorme's 
of small parts, showing nlethod of pinning. double roof fmme. 

Barrel Roofs 

The first reported use of the system was for a span of 64 feet but spans of up to 90 feet were 
claimed. However, there were problems with the laying of roof tiles to a curve, especially for small 
spans, and it was recommended that an additional rib be placed above the structural elements to cany 
the tiles (Fig. 2B). Many early churches adopted such aroof form, but with a straight-sided upper rib. 

In the sixteenth century, the possibility of using a braced truss made to a curve was explored by 
Palladio but how widespread was its use is not clear. Braced arches in timber were used on some 
bridges: see Fig. 3 which is based on the Old Walton bridge7. The bracing in this example has a 
similarity with the later Belfast truss. 

In 1819, in a roof at the Liboume Barracks at Marac, Bayonne, France, the lower element of the 
Delorme arrangement was replaced by a series of planks bound together (Fig. 4)8. No doubt this was 
easier to construct, but no increase in span was achieved thereby. The form was later modified with 

- 
Figure 3 Old Walton Blidge on the River Thames: the central of t h e  arches (deck not shown). 

The posslb~lity of using a barrel, as opposed to pltch, roof was suggested by Phlllbert Delorme as 
early as 15616. The Delorme system represents an early use of modules. HIS "frames" (Fig. 2A) 
cons~sted of two seml-circolar members held apart by ties. Each seml-circle was bu~lt  up from two 
layers of wooden pieces, 3-4 feet long, l a ~ d  wlth jolnts alternate 
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the planks belng set vertically, when ~t was known as a plank-truss roof. The fine example built in 
1869 for the Great Hall of the County Down Asylum has a span of 46 feet9. With the advent of felts 
suitable for use on barrel roofs, the upper pitched element was removed, leaving what was called a 
bent-rip truss, but this was found to be suitable only for small spans. Built up forms of plank truss 
were also tned but spans ach~evable were agam small, some 30 feetJ0 

This type of constructlon was not without some nsk Bundled, lamnated planks set as a stretched 
bow were used for the first Kmg's Cross railway statlon roof In 1852, but the walls started to move 
out The amvals s ~ d e  was re-roofed m uon in 1869-70 and the departures s ~ d e  in 1885-7'' 

The desuabihty of having a curved roof-form for the laying of felts resulted In several arrangements 
belng developed m whlch the curve was placed above the p~tch, with spacers belng inserted to form 
the requued curve One such form 1s Illustrated in Fig 5 However, t h ~ s  type of constructlon could, at 
best, be descnbed as a compromse and a proper method for producing curved roofs was clearly 
needed. 

It will be seen that all of the roof forms discussed so far have a limit of about 60 feet span, except, 

Figure 5 Barrel vault carried by spacers off a lungpost uuss. 

perhaps, for Stepping's arrangement and the Delorme system Part of the difficulty ~n lncreaslng the 
span arose due to the dead weight of a pitched, slated, roof and part arose because of the need for 
unjointed m a n  truss members of a much larger slze a s  spans increased This latter problem would 
nowadays be addressed by uslng lammated timber or glue-strengthened jolnts Current Northern 
Ireland bulldlng regulations, for example, allow the maxlmum span of 40 feet for a sohd smgle-span 
roof-beam to be raised to 100 feet for lamnated construction of the same cross-sechonal areal2 
However, m the m d  mneteenth century this was not an optlon and, instead, ~t was to be the development 
of the Belfast truss roof which allowed for the ready increase of clear spans to 100 feet (although a 
maximum of 150 feet was clalmed) 

History of the Belfast truss 

The first known reference to a curved wooden felted roof supported on bowstring guders 1s found 
In The Dzrblrn Blrrlder for 186613, also repeated in other journals The advertisement inserted by the 
Belfast firm of felt makers, MCTear & Co, Includes an engraved lllustrat~on, which shows a bulldlng 
where the trusses have bracmgs radiating from polnts below each end of the truss (Fig 6) Later these 
f o c ~  were standard~sed at one half-span down and the des~gn was subsequently carr~ed In textbooks 
Into the 1930s 

A proposed detalled senes of Insh County Duectones was never fimshed, but that for County 
Antrim was publ~shecl In 1888 and that for County Down In 1886 These are well Illustrated wlth 
engravings depict~ng var~ous tactor~es and other industrial premises, whlch show that many were 
then using a barrel roof-form Also In the Antrlm duectory 1s an advert~sement by a second Belfast 
felt suppher, Anderson & Co The illustration for t h ~ s  advert~sement shows a truss w ~ t h  parallel 

u p  to 100 feet apan. 

INODOROUS FELT.- or Lining Dsmp Taus, Putting 
under Carpets. Odolochs, b-o. 

SHIP SWATHING FELTS.-Black and Brown. 
far puttlng under Copper on Ships' Bottoms. 

HAIR FELT.--For Covering ~oi lers ,  Steam Pipes, b-e. 

Cheaper thaa Slates or Tlles, snd more Durable than Iron, although only Half the Price. -- 
Best, most Durable, and Cheapest System of Booflng in existence. 

F~gure 6 Typ~cal advertnement by the felt m&ers MCTear and Co show~ng Belfast huss roof (from The Count9 
Gentleman's Catalogue, 1894) 

bracings equally spaced across the truss, a form descnbed m the text as "a laftlce work truss" (Fig. 7) 
At thls tlme ne~ther MCTear nor Anderson were talhng of "Belfast Trusses". The earllest known 
reference to a cheap form of roof "as used ~n Belfast" dates to 190014. 

In 1896, the pant shop at the works of Charles B~~rrel l& Son at Thetford m Norfolk burnt down The 
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F~gure  7 Advert~sement by the Belfast felt suppl~er, Anderson and Co (from The County Aizfnm Dtrectoiy, 1888) 

D. ANDERSON & SON 
(L-A 

replacement bu~ldlng was roofed m bowstring trusses stamped BELFAST Close-up photographs show 
that the tnlsses are of Anderson's second arrangement, wtth the bracmg meehng every purlln m a nght 
angle, the hne of bracmg across the truss varymg, glving a "fan-hke" appearance to ~t Burrells were told 
that thls was a prototype truss and it thus appears to be the fust recorded example of a true Belfast truss 

A letter extsts In the Sc~ence Llbrary of the Queens Universtty of Belfast, dating from about 1905, 

4 mielt 

reporting on load tests carried out for Andersons by the Belfast fm of architects, Young and McKenzie. 
No reason is given for undertaking the tests nor the truss form tested. However, after this date, 
Andersons promoted "the Belfast roof' and it seems reasonable to infer that it was the fan-like bracing 
arrangement which was load tested. 

m~aaufar turer t i ,  

Structural Perspective 

LAGAN FELT WORKS, 

COXTRACTOM FOP 

FELT ROOFS & ASPHALT€ FLOORS. 
Plans, Estimates, and Book of Directions Post Free. 

It may be assumed that the change in bracing arrangement made by Anderson & Co, was 
considered to have had some structural benefit. The street directory shows that MCTear & Co 
ceased to trade in about 1908. However, several other companies are known to have constructed 
and supplied Belfast roofs subsequently and all but one used Belfast trusses to the new 
arrangement. 

It is noticeable that all of the structural forms mentioned so far differ from a conventional bow-string 
truss in that the pairs of bracings meet on the top bow, rather than the bottom cord. The roof was 
completed by close spaced light purlins supporting a timber decking, on which the roof felt was directly 
laid. By arranging that the braces meet on the top bow of the truss, it was possible to ensure that each 
purlin was supported on two braces. This cannot be achieved if the bracings meet at the bottom cord. 

There is, however, no obvious benefit in a fan bracing over a parallel arrangement, unless this was 
conceived to give better structural stability against a wind load on the side. Wind tunnel tests undertaken 
in the School of Civil Engineering of the Queen's University do show an asymmetric load pattern over 
the roof due to wind. However, the stresses do not appear to be sufficiently significant as to require a 
change in bracing arrangement, although this may not have been known by Andersons in 1905. Model 
and computer tests both suggest that the member stress in the bracings is very low, except, perhaps, near 
to the supports, and this would suggest that their lay-up arrangement is largely unimportant. 

The School has undertaken full scale tests1= which, when taken with the Young and McKenzie 
results, suggest a failure load of approximately 40 pounds per super-foot regardless of span. This is 
probably more a function of Anderson's table of suggested member sizes, which increase with span, 
rather than a function of the truss per se. 

Known failures of Belfast trusses are rare. The commonest problem encountered has been due to 
water ingress causing rot at the ends of the truss. However, this is a redundant structure and examples 
with rotted timbers have been seen still in service. Splicing of new timbers to replace rotted parts has 
also been successfully undertaken. 

It cannot now be confirmed why a fan bracing arrangement was considered to be more suitable 
than a parallel arrangement. However, if the purlin joint is considered on a very simplistic level to act 
as a pin, then it is conceivable that two braces each meeting the purlin at 45 degrees (the Anderson 
arrangement) could be considered as necessary to ensure that an equal load be carried in each brace. 
It appears, therefore, that the fan arrangement of the Belfast truss may be simply a reflection of a lack 
of structural understanding on the part of the designers in 1905. Once this design was found to work, 
there would be little incentive to change it. 

Making a Truss 

Anderson's literature gives step-by-step instructions on how to make a truss. The curved bow and 
lower cord are formed of at least two boards with the braces in between and this means that the truss 
can be easily constructed on its side. One bow member is curved inside a row of pegs replicating the 
purlins, the rise being usually one sixth or one eighth of the span. These pegs have to be equally 
spaced, placed tangentally to the bow and accurately sized in area. The cord member is notched to 
take the bow and the joint nailed. The bracing timbers are accurately cut at their end to 45 degrees 
and set against the pegs. All joints are nailed. When all of the braces are in, the second bowlcord 
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timbers are added and the pegs removed A sole-plate completes the truss The braces protrude above 
the bow and predetemne the purlin size and positton The weakness 1s at the end notched-joint and 
the truss is often strengthened here by solid sheeting, uslng double braces in one direction or by the 
use of metal straps 

It wlll be seen that the whole accuracy of the truss lay-up depends on the accurate placlng of the pegs 
and the end cutting of the brace members, small errors here would magmfy along the length of the brace 
affected Thls build-up method of construchon allows for the use of small sechon tunhers of low grade 

Why BELFAST? 

Belfast developed rapidly during the nineteenth century so that, by 1901, the port was more 
important than Dublin. Much of this growth was due to the development of the linen industry and 
many houses were built to accommodate the factory workers. Much factory building also tok place. 
The Belfast roof was rarely used for housing and a holiday home in the Mourne mountains is the only 
known house, purpose-built with such a roof, remaining. It was, however, quite widely used by 
industry. Apart from cost, the Belfast roof was considered to have one major advantage over other 
forms of pitched or barrel roof - it was considered to provide a warm surface. This was especially 
important for finishing processes in hot steamy atmospheres, when condensation dripping from a 
cold roof could spoil the end product. 

There was a well-established history of timber construction inBelfast, especially in boat building 
from 1791. Although iron boat building developed from 1853, timber continued to be used for the 
many small boats built. An industrial base was perforce established in Belfast for the making of ship 
sheathing-felts. The manufacture of roofing felts would form a logical progression. Two factors would 
have contributed to this in Belfast. Firstly, the indigenous textile industry would have provided the 
fabric base at a low price. Secondly, a consequence of the growth of Belfast was a considerable 
increase in gas production, which, until the 1890s, was totally from coal. Aproduction of 10 million 
cubic feet of gas annually in 1828, when the works opened, had reached 50 by 1845,100 by 1855 and 
well over 1,000 by 189516. A by-product of this gas production would have been a good local supply 
of coal tar and bituminous paints. 

Northern Ireland had many factories in, for example, textile and paper manufacture, with Belfast 
roofs covering the various finishing processes. Although Ireland was lacking in certain building materials, 
especially good quality slate and large timbers and all metal products, which had to be imported, there 
was a sufficiency of building stone and brick. It may therefore seem surprising that the Belfast roof was 
not used more widely on other brick buildings. One reason why timber and slate continued in use in 
these circumstances might be due to the additional fire risk of a tar-felted roof. F i e  was a considerable 
risk and, by 1813, fireproof textile mills were being built in part of England1'. 

Ireland used to be rich in timber but by 1800 much of the natural forest had been cleared. The 
Public Records Office of Northern Ireland has a list of import duties proposed in 1813 and this 
includes for 300 tons of logwood (at 3d.lton or 1.25p./ton), 10,000 tons of timber square (at 2d.lton or 
0.83p.lton) and 200,000 tons of plank or deal at 6d.1120 ton or 2.5p.1120 ton). Astudy of the maps for 
Belfast port shows that a timber pond had been established (for boat building) by 1847. The 1872 
map shows ponds six times as large on the opposite river bank, while that of 1893 shows extensions 
to these one-and-a-half times larger again. Clearly a large trade in log timber had been established, 
initially from the Baltic countries (Memel pine) but later more pine was to come from north America. 
It has been suggested that the barrel roof-form developed partly in an attempt to utilise the off-cuts 
from this timber trade. 

Further impetus for the development of a light, cheap, roof form in Ireland may have arisen 
from the important agricultural sector especially following the development of various model farms. 

Competition with Other Materials 

There was competition at an early stage from other materials. In 1877, the concrete toll-house to 
the Axemouth bridge in Devon, was built with a barrel roof, although later photographs show the 
roof feltedt8. Also in 1877, an article illustrating a range of buildings for a model farm shows round- 
roofed buildings constructed of concrete (presumably in mass), but this idea does not seem to have 
been widely taken upi9. In any event, spans achievable in mass concrete were probably small. 

A simple tied bow in wrought iron was used in a workshop erected beside Limerick graving dock, 
probably dating from when that opened (1873)20. Its construction was similar to a timber bent-rib 
truss although which came first is unclear. The covering over the 17 foot span trusses is in cormgated 
iron, perhaps original, discharging to big gutter sections carried on brick pinths on the iron stone-wall 
head-plate beam. Reference has also been made to a longer span steel bow-string truss over the Afton 
Downs sheep shearing shed (Australia), also covered in corrugated iron and which may date to 18872L. 
In 1912, steel lattice girders were available in a size sufficient to allow the construction of a lightweight 
roof over Wolborough service reservoir (Newton Abbot). However, no systematic study of the 
development of light metal trusses in this period seems to have been undertaken. 

By the early 1890s, the Enniskillen newspaper, The ImpartialReporter, was regularly canying an 
advertisement for an all-metal hay-shed, hundreds of which, it was claimed, had been successfully 
built. That such a design had reached what may be regarded as a rural backwater, County Fermanagh, 
suggests a widespread distribution of such structures and some, apparently to this design, are still to 
be found throughout Ireland. Corrugated iron hay sheds had appeared in Ulster by 190322. Despite 
this competition, the Belfast roof held its own until after the First World War. The need to expand the 
home-defence air-services rapidly with the arrival over Britain of German bombers led to many 
hangers being built with Belfast roofs after 1916, with spans of up to 100 feet (Fig. 8). Those built all 
in timber were sold off by the Air Ministry in 1919-20, but quite a number with brick sides continued 
to give service for many years, and some still existz3. Buildings with such roofs were also to be found 

Figure S Belf~st truss used in a First World Wax hangar at Duxford, Camb~idgeshire (photo: S. Gilbert) 
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at certaln factones, wh~ch requ~red add~t~onal space to undertake war-work, espec~ally aucraft 
construct~on~~ However, wooden-roof hanger construction bas~cally had no future The Belfast truss 
general purpose hanger was already too small for the large expenmental RAF bombers appeanng in 
1919 Further, in a pnvately produced h~story McAlprne Contracts, dating from about 1921, the 
photograph of the hanger bu~lt at Tumbury c 191 8 appears to show a metal truss Thereafter, lncreasmg 
span requirement led to metal roof forms, ~ n ~ t ~ a l l y  based on Lamella construchon ~n steelzS 

Despite the abandonment of hanger constructlon m t~mber after 1919, the Belfast roof cont~nued 
to be actively promoted for small and medium sized roof spansz6 Based on such surveys as have been 
undertaken m Northern Ireland, the bu~ld~ngs most commonly constructed m the 1930s were garages, 
farm out-sheds, ~n bu~lder's yards and for some ra~lway build~ngs (both for goods storage and platform 
awnmgs) Unt~l the last 15 years or so, many remruned, but the number is decl~ning as problems with 
rot (often due to lack of ma~ntenance) set ~n Such b~uldmgs, often In poor order, may shll be found 
throughout Bnta~n. at least ten examples have been hsted, notably the hangers at Hooton Parkhrfield 
~n Cheshue of c 1917 

Another locahon where t~mber roofs held out agalnst other forms was at sea ports The ready 
ava~lab~lity of small s~zed timber made the Belfast roof  deal for port bu~ld~ngs and many were 
constructed Harland and Wolff's photograph~c records show that Belfast's shipyards In the 1920s 
and 1930s were almost entuely made op of buildings with Belfast roofs (Fig 9) These lasted unt~l 
the advent of the bu~ld~ng dock when large ship-sect~ons prefabncated under cover rendered them 
too small, and almost all have now gone 

F~gure 9 Internal vtew of a tlans~t shed at Belfast Docks, c 1917 (photo Graharns of Dromore) 

The speed of constructlon for the Belfast roof could, on occasions, have advantages over other 
forms of roof constructlon. When the Glasgow factory of the Amencan Slnger Sewlng Machlne 
Company was burnt down In 1906, areplacement huildlng had to be erected q~uckly In order to allow 
prod~lct~on to recommence without s~gn~ficant labour layoff and a Belfast roof of 3,400 square yards 
was built m just four days Indeed, one US visitor was heard to ask for deta~ls of the "Bu~lt Fast" 
roof ' 1  

Later Use 

It is known that some temporary b u ~ l d ~ n g s  were constructed with Belfast roofs One was 
burlt for the layrng of the foundation stone of Parliament Bulldings in Belfast in 192828 An 
earl~er photograph of the signlng of the Ulster Covenant (in the Ulster Museum, Belfast) shows 
a Belfast roof, but ~t IS not clear whether thls was erected for the occaslon or ~f an exlsting slte 
was used A constructlon photograph relating to the large concrete railway v~aducts b u ~ l t  In 
1932-4 north of Belfast shows a temporary shelter w ~ t h  a Belfast roof covering part of- the 
batch~ng plant 

The relatively easy constructlon techniques needed for the Belfast roof made ~t  deal for 
less technolog~cally advanced governments and its des~gn was carr~ed In the Min~stry of Works 
handbook used In the former B n t ~ s h  colonies for some years29 (Fig.10) The design was also 
taken up In USA where t~mber b u ~ l d ~ n g s  are more common 

F~gure 10 Bulldlng 111 South Afnca erected uslng advlce from a Mln~stry of Wo~ks Hnndbook 

Although the Belfast truss was recommended for reuse durlng the Second World W d o ,  when 
~t was noted that "th~s (form) 1s part~cularly important at present as it util~ses short lengths of 
timber", only one quoted use for ~t has been located, and t h ~ s  in a bastard~sed form. Here, the 
cords were set inslde the brac~ngs, wh~ch lay In one d~rec t~on  on one face and in the other on the 
opposite face" 

Vanattons In umber truss design were promoted, mostly In north Amenca, after the War (see 
Table 1) and some moves were made to ~ntroduce Into the Un~ted Klngdom a bowstr~ng truss In 
lammated timber, w ~ t h  a series of slmple V braces s p l ~ t  by a vertical" Although a good example 
1s to be seen in Sunderland docks, In the long term, timber construct~on could not hope to compete 
w ~ t h  modern 11ght-weight structural roofs, bu~lt, for example, In alum~n~um, and the Belfast 
truss is now glven in most contemporary text books as be~ng an archaic constructional formT3 

Correspondence: Dr M H Gonld, 19, Glencregagh Dnve, Belfast, BT6 ONJ. 
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Item Span Reference 

Undersling bow, V and vertical braces ? Civzl Engineering, Apnl 1958 

Lamnated t~mber, V and vertical braces 40 ft. Czvtl Englneertng, October 1948, p592 

Same form 56 ft M~intctpal Engmeertng, 
(Supp.) 24 1 69, S159 

Same form but w ~ t h  shear connectors 150 ft Czvtl Engmeertng, December 1940, p352 

With K bracing 200 ft Czvzl Eng & PWR, February 1957, p199 

Lmnated  drches 205 ft Ibid, p 197 

Table 1. Details of some modern timber bowstring trusses. 
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48 (1942). pp. 381-5. 
32. H. Burgess, 'Need for Greater Awareness of Timber Engineering Techniques', Municipal 

Engineering (24 Jan. 1969, Supplement), pp. S159-60. 
33. When making the Belfast truss, the bracings are laid and nailed face to face, with spacers at the 

bottom cord. However, each layer is pinched in by half of its thickness so that the braces lay 
side-by-side at the top bow. Two lay-ups have been seen which attempt to prevent this need to 
pinch in the braces (although given the light loads these members cany, pinching-in probably 
presents no structural difficulty). 
First are trusses with braces which meet at both the bottom cord and at the top bow. Only one 
crossover is possible, at mid height. Spans seen are not large. Secondly are trusses in which the 
two timbers making up the top bow have been separated. One is set between the braces at the top 
and one at mid height. Spacers may be inserted at other crossover points. One of the timbers 
making up the bottom cord is also placed between the layers of braces, which now all lie vertical. 
Evidence about these trusses is limited, but may suggest that this arrangement is weaker than the 
Belfast truss. Neither of these truss forms seem to have a specific name. 
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